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Dear Friends, 

This week has been all about anticipation and apprehension. The new guidelines for safe church services 
only arrived on Monday so we have only had a few days to finalise our plans. We want to come back to 
church! The reality is that the virus is still in circulation – but we have to balance this knowledge with the 
circumstances of our local situation and the decisions the government takes for us in allowing us to 
congregate again. 

So this Sunday we will resume services – 9.30 am in St. Michael’s and 11am at St. George’s. The normal 
monthly pattern of services will begin again – except I don’t think we can have Breakfast Church. But I haven’t 
got that far yet! Next Sunday, 12th July, we will resume the 8am Holy Communion Service at St. George’s, 
followed by 9.30 am at St. Michael’s and then Morning Prayer, rather than Matins, at 11am at St. George’s – 
because we won’t be singing, I’m afraid. More about singing later. By the way, the Portaloo at St. George’s 
isn’t available at the moment. 

When you arrive you will see that St. Michael’s looks rather different because we have re-arranged the seating 
to enable social distancing. At St. George’s we have blocked off every other pew to keep people apart. Of 
course, couples and families can sit together. 

As you come in you will be met by someone friendly and asked to sanitise your hands. You will have an order 
of service which will have been hygienically prepared. At St. Michael’s you will be shown to your seat, at St. 
George’s you will be encouraged to spread out. The plate to receive offerings will be at the back of the church 
because there will be no movement during the service, except for coming to the front of the church for 
communion.  

At this point I want to emphasise that I completely understand if people are reluctant to attend at this stage. 
It’s still very early and the memories of what has happened in our country, in hospitals and care homes all 
over the UK are still fresh and vivid. It will take time for confidence to be restored. If you come, but prefer not 
to take communion, that is also absolutely fine. At both churches we are proposing that when you come 
forward for communion you will keep a safe distance from the person in front of you, receive standing up, 
and then return to your seat. We have made two aisles at St. Michael’s so we can circulate, rather than pass 
each other – and at St. George’s we will circulate via the choir vestry and bell chamber. If you are unable to 
queue or stand then I will come to you.  

If the weather is reasonable we will leave the doors open so that air can circulate. And we will end our services 
outside so that we can sing safely. Just don’t tell the Bishop. We are not allowed to sing or play wind 
instruments in church because of the risk of propelling tiny droplets of moisture straight from infected lungs 
all over our neighbour and thus passing on the virus. The risk is very low in this parish and outside in the 
fresh air with social distancing, it would be tiny. I can see exactly why singing is discouraged indoors and 
science is telling us that flutists or flautists are likely to be the most dangerous people of all since they are 
trained to blow air across their instrument with as much velocity as possible! So Liz and I have polished up 
our silver tubes and put them away for the time being. I know, I can play at home but I only really practise 
when I have a concert to prepare for and it doesn’t look as though that will happen for a very long time.  

Abstaining from choral singing is even more difficult, however. This tradition in church is very old and has 
given us a wealth of beautiful music and poetry which we will really miss. Singing together brings us together 
and lifts us up. It enables us to praise. But it will return – and meanwhile, the essential aspects of Christian 
worship are still there. From the beginning of church history, straight after Pentecost, Christians met together.  

We know this from Acts chapter 2, verse 42: “they devoted themselves to the apostles teaching and 
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and prayers.” I believe that this new beginning could be a renewal. An 
opportunity to focus on faith and space to listen and be still in God’s house. I’m so looking forward to being 
with you again. 

I would like to thank everyone who has participated in our efforts at worship, fellowship and communication 
during the lockdown. Most of the weekly items which appear on Facebook or on our parish website will 
continue. I would like to thank Mike Phillips for helping with streaming services and Zoom. I couldn’t have 
achieved much on my own. From this Sunday the services at St. Michael’s will still be streamed and recorded 
but the Zoom meeting on Sunday will be suspended.  



I intend to keep writing this newsletter – but I will need your help! I may be asking people to contribute from 
time to time and I would be grateful for more photographs to include. The newsletter has been very much 
appreciated by those who have been isolated, especially by those who get hard copies. Thank you to June 
and the team who deliver in Partridge Green. Eventually it may become a monthly publication – depending 
on how busy I get. There’s always something in the newsletter that makes me smile - I hope you would agree 
with that. And humour, in our present situation, is indispensable. So I will end with a quotation from a book 
called “Between Heaven and Mirth” –  

“For a priest, minister, or rabbi, spiritual pride is a special danger. When we take ourselves too seriously, we 
are at the risk of taking other things, including God, too lightly.” 

Amen. 

With every blessing, 

 

Alison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. Michaels’s: seating arranged for social distancing 


